
CAMP Virtual Programs
Self-Assessment Tool  

Mandatory Requirement (Must be able to answer “YES”): 
 We have an internet-connected computer, tablet, or smartphone screen with webcam 

capabilities that our camper(s) can use to participate during camp times

If you can answer “YES” to ANY ONE of these questions, a virtual camp session should be a 
good fit for your camper: 
 My camper can sit independently and interact with content delivered via an internet-

connected device and does not require any further assistance or supervision
 My camper may need some assistance or supervision to participate (physical, 

behavioral, etc.), but a caregiver will be present to provide whatever is needed for any 
or all the sessions

 My camper will have assistance/supervision while participating during many of the 
sessions, but we may opt to not participate in some sessions if a caregiver is not 
available at a particular time

If your answer is “YES” to ANY ONE of these questions, a virtual camp session may not be a 
good fit for your camper/family. Please make your decision considering these factors: 
 My camper does not enjoy using a computer or other internet-connected device
 My camper cannot maintain interest and attention to visual and auditory content 

delivered via an internet-connected device for up to an hour at a time, or at least long 
enough during an hour-long session to feel the experience was valuable for him/her

Wondering if a virtual camp session is right for your camper/family? 
Here are some questions you can use to help guide you. 

For the next set of questions, it may help to think about how your camper 
participated with any online school sessions, or how independently he/she uses a 
computer or other internet-connected device on a regular basis.  

Should you have any questions about these or any other concerns specific to your 
camper and family, email fa

 
milysupport@campcamp.org 

CAMP's mission is to strengthen and inspire individuals with special needs 
— and those who care for them — through recreation, respite, and education.

https://campcamp.org/about/who-we-serve/
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